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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR THE PRECISE INTEGRATION OF VIRTUAL

OBJECTS TO PANORAMIC WALK-THROUGH APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.

61/111,346, entitled SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CREATING AND

BROADCASTING INTERACTIVE PANAROMIC WALK-THROUGH

APPLICATIONS, filed November 5, 2008.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to virtual tours. More specifically, the

present invention relates to the measurement of geographic coordinates with increased

precision in the context of the creation of interactive walk-through applications, allowing

the integration of 3D objects and virtual 3D scenes to real-world panoramic images.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A virtual tour (or virtual reality tour) is a virtual reality simulation of an existing

location which is usually built using contents consisting principally of 2D panoramic

images, sequences of linked still images or video sequences, and/or image-based

renderings (IBR) made up of image-based models of existing physical locations, as well

as other multimedia contents such as sound effects, music, narration, and text. A virtual

tour is accessed on a personal computer (typically connected to the Internet) or a mobile

terminal. Although not a replacement for real travel, virtual tours attempt to evoke an

experience of moving through the represented space. Virtual tours can be especially

useful for universities and in the real estate industry in an effort to attract prospective

students or tenants/buyers, and to eliminate the consumer's cost of travel to numerous

individual locations.



The word "panorama" indicates an unbroken view on something, so essentially, a

panorama, according to this definition, could be either a series of photographic images or

panning video footage. However, the expression "panoramic tour" and "virtual tour" are

generally associated with virtual tours created using stills cameras. Such virtual tours

created with still cameras are made up of a number of images taken from a single view

point. The camera and lens are rotated around what is referred to as a nodal point (the

exact point lies at the back of the lens where the light entering the camera converges).

These images are stitched together using special purpose software which creates a

panorama representing essentially a 360 degree viewing angle, as viewed from a single

"view point"; the panoramas are each resized and configured for optimal on-line use.

Some so called "panographers" (photographers specializing in panoramic image or video

creation) will then add navigation features, such as hotspots which allow the user to

"jump" from one viewpoint or panorama to the next, and integrate geographic

information such as plans or maps.

Masking of panoramic images involving integration of virtual 3D objects, so that

a virtual object (typically a 2D image such as an advertizing panel) masks part of the

source optical image when viewed from a panoramic walkthrough application, and which

image remains visible independent of user motion or displacement along a pathway,

which requires that both the panoramic images and the 3D objects have precise

coordinates in an common 3D space. The required precision should be in the centimetre

range, ideally less than ten centimetres especially if the walkthrough application provides

high resolution images (typical for printing or other purposes), or detailed indoor images.

Integration of virtual objects and panoramic optic images, so that virtual objects become

undistinguishable from the source image, could provide significant added value to

walkthrough applications, by notably allowing modification of the panorama without the

need to capture new images of same location, by integrating virtual shopping displays,

and by allowing integration of GIS (Geographic Information System) data to images

captured at street level.



Panoramic images are typically captured in-motion using an image capture system

mounted on a vehicle. Geographic coordinates must be measured in real-time during

vehicle displacement, typically using geographic location information provided by GPS

(a Global Positioning System) or other satellite or radio signals for outdoor use, whose

precision is at best in the meter range.

Determination of geographic coordinates or "GPS data" measured from a GPS

system (defined herein to include all location measurement devices that receive satellite

or radio signals) suffers from significant limitations preventing precise location

information to be measured during in-motion capture. When in motion, vehicle hosting

image capture devices are frequently in no-signal or low-signal regions. It is also known

that position output results from GPS positioning contain a bias error due to propagation

delay, a positioning error due to multi-pathing, and the other random errors due to various

factors.

The image capture process must also be extremely precise and so, camera

movement or vibration should be avoided even during vehicle motion. Ideally, the

camera connected to the panoramic optic (typically a catadioptric system) should be

perfectly aligned perpendicular to the horizon at all time during image capture. Image

alignment to the horizontal plane allows physical objects shown in the panoramic images

to be positioned in the 3D space. Good (near perfect) horizontal alignment also allows

for automatic modification of panoramas by compensation of optical distortions and by

two points perspective image correction.

Current virtual walk-through applications and systems suffer from several

important limitations. Travel along pathways is achieved by jumping from one view

point to another, instead of by fluid travel motion. Views suffer from a high occlusion

rate, as many distant objects are not visible at all along pathways. "Occlusion" means,

with regard to 2D images, the non-projection of a surface to a point of observation, and

with regard to a 3-D space, the effect of one object blocking another object from view.

Generally, images are not standard panoramic images but rather a patchy assembly of 2D



images where many discontinuities may be found in each image. Limitations of current

virtual tour technology, such as object occlusion, have resulted in virtual tour use being

limited to the real estate industry. Virtual Walk-Through applications constitute an

evolution over virtual tours. VWT technology eliminates the occlusion limitation by

enabling user to travel to a point where distant objects are no longer occluded.

Commercial online walk-through products such as Google "STREETVIEW" provide

virtual outdoor walk-through content of cities using images captured from a camera

mounted on a road vehicle which circulates on motorways and roads at speeds ranging

from 30kmh to 80 kmh. These products are limited to outdoor views wherein the number

of points of view is limited, and any two consecutive points of view are positioned at

relatively long distances from each other. Typically, "STREETVIEW" as well sa other

applications provide visualisation at road-view level, that is, visiting a city as viewed

from a car, wherein the user follows a pathway formed by a plurality of panoramas

accessible along main streets. In this case, the user follows the pathway by "jumping"

(generally via a graphical interface allowing on-screen clicking of icons) from a

panorama or point of view to the next distant point of view. This application uses

assembly of standard photographic images, taken by multiple cameras systems to produce

images representative of multiple view angles. Panoramic images are produced by

computation (stitching) of still images from the multiple cameras. Such panoramic

images cannot provide accurate representation of geometric objects, for example, of

buildings, due to the inherent discontinuity (break) of such panoramic images due to the

physical impossibility of finding a single common nodal point when using multiple

cameras and view angles concurrently. Furthermore, "STREETVIEW'-like products

produce images suffering from trapezoidal distortion whenever the view angle does not

point toward the horizon. This distortion is caused by the perspective. Other current

walk-through products, such as "EVERYSCAPE" (www.everyscape.com by Everyscape,

Waltham, MA) and "EARTHMINE" (www.earthmine.com by Earthmine inc., Berkeley,

CA) also produce trapezoidal distortion, which makes them unfit for applications which

benefit from images which are closer to human vision as in, for example, virtual

shopping.



Consequently, no prior art system provides a means of capturing images with

associated geographic coordinate information of high precision while allowing

integration of virtual objects, in such a manner that element, image or information can be

pinned at any point or any location of a view, such element staying spatially fixed to the

point during user motion in the walkthrough space.

What is needed is a system or method for creating and broadcasting interactive

panoramic walk-through applications that can combine indoor and outdoor images

captured with geographic coordinates information of high precision, allowing 3D objects

to be integrated with these images.

Finally, what is needed is a system or method for creating and broadcasting

interactive panoramic walk-through applications that can provide genuinely interactive

functions accessible from the images, such as the integration of virtual objects used for

online shopping.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A system, apparatus and method for creating and broadcasting interactive

panoramic walk-through applications includes a 2D image capture system having a

holding device such as a vehicle equipped with a camera connected to a optic system

providing near 360° field of view (catadioptric system), a memory device to store data

including images and geographic coordinates information related to the images, a

communication device to transfer data from the memory device to a computer, a fixation

and stabilisation system connecting the camera to the holding device for aligning the

camera perpendicular to the horizontal plane, a computer with logical device for

performing image modification steps and optionally, 3D virtual images.



The fixation and stabilisation system includes at least two, and ideally three, gyro-

stabilization capsules each consisting of an enclosure and containing two gyroscopic

devices.

The image capture system includes a location measurement device (GPS),

distance measurement device (e.gg, an odometer), and an inertial measurement unit

(IMU) for measuring rate of acceleration and changes in rotational attributes (e.g., the

attitude) of the vehicle, fixation device or camera.

The data includes the image, the date and time of image capture, geographical

coordinate information, and other information such as, notably, project reference and

group, so as to identify, for example, a particular district or street, and camera settings

such as aperture, and image related information such as camera model, speed and ISO

reference.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a system or method for

creating and broadcasting interactive panoramic walk-through applications that can

combine indoor and outdoor images, based on 2D or virtual 3D images.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a system or method for

creating and broadcasting interactive panoramic walk-through applications that can

provide genuinely interactive functions accessible from the images, such as the

integration of virtual objects used for online shopping.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a side view showing the vehicle, image capture system, measurement

device and attached odometer adjacent a scale representing distance of travel along a

route.



FIG. 2 provides two side views and two rear views showing the vehicle and image

capture system, wherein the images capture system is aligned perpendicular to the

horizontal plane in the four typical terrain situations illustrated therein.

FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a relative pathway computed from the IMU and

Odometer data.

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of the method for manually changing location information.

FIG. 5A and 5B are schematic views of a pathway made up of a series of view

points with a cross-point, for the second method of location correction based on loops in

the pathway, with FIG. 5A showing the pathway measured by tracking devices and FIG

5B showing the real-world pathway and computed pathway after correction of location.

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a first method for manually changing locations.

FIGs. 7A and 7B are plan views of typical panoramic images after processing.

FIG. 8 is a perspective view of the stabilisation system gimbal and three

gyroscopes capsules

FIG. 9 is a perspective view of the stabilisation system showing gimbals.

FIG. 10 is a side view of the stabilisation system with additional counterweight.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Image capture system



Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 2, an image capture system 20 is made up of a

panoramic optic 30, a camera 40 and a memory device 50 such as a computer, mounted

on a vehicle 70 or a portable holding device. The panoramic optic 30 is a physical

panoramic optic providing 2D panoramic images, including either a lens and mirror based

optic system (catadioptric system), or a physical optical panoramic system (consisting of

an ultra wide angle lens or fisheye system with lens providing more than 200° of

continuous vertical field of view), without a mirror. Both systems are commercially

available and provide a substantially 360 degree panoramic field of view into the lens-

based optics connected to camera 40. The mirror shape and lens used is specifically

chosen and arranged such that the effective camera 40 maintains a single viewpoint. The

single viewpoint means the complete panorama is effectively imaged or viewed from a

single point in space. Thus, one can simply warp the acquired image into a cylindrical or

spherical panorama.

The image processing and warping processes are described in detail in PCT

application no. , to Lindemann et al, entitled SYSTEM AND

METHOD FOR CREATING INTERACTIVE PANORAMIC WALK-THROUGH

APPLICATIONS, filed concurrently with this application, the content of which is

incorporated by reference hereto.

The biggest advantage of catadioptric systems and physical optical panoramic

(mono camera systems) over multi-camera image capture systems, is that they produce an

image essentially free of chromatic aberrations, distortions or discontinuities (i.e.,

breaks). Moreover, since a complete panorama is obtained on each image shot, dynamic

scenes can be captured. A first advantage of a physical optical panoramic and

catadioptric system over multiple camera systems is that the former avoids the need to

stitch multiple images to create a full panoramic image and image color and exposure are

consistent from one point of view over the entire 360° range. A second advantage is that

the geometric nodal point does not need to be simulated, as is the case with stitched

motion images. Moreover, with a physical optical panoramic or catadioptric system,

accuracy of objects geometry in the image is not relative to their distance to the camera.



In a multiple camera system where the nodal point is simulated by software techniques,

objects located proximate the camera are discontinuous and produce ghost images and

artefacts over the resulting panoramic image.

The camera 40 can be any kind of imaging device (e.g., a conventional camera

with chemical exposition film or video camera, etc), but is typically a high resolution

digital camera having CCD or CMOS captors of typically 12 Megapixel of resolution or

more, with controllable aperture and fast response time of typically 4,5 images / second

or more.

Fast response time is required to obtain still images during image acquisition

while the vehicle 70 is in motion. The speed of displacement of the vehicle varies

typically of lOkm/h and 2.5km/h for outdoor and indoor image acquisition applications,

respectively. This provides a resolution of three to four images per meter (at 2.5km/h) for

indoor applications to about one image per meter for outdoor applications (at 10 Km/h).

Typical speed and number of images per meter disclosed in this document are provided

by way of example only and do not constitute a limitation to the applicable field of the

present invention. Images can be captured at higher vehicle velocity. At such higher

speeds, satisfactorily images can be captured using a camera with a better sensitivity or a

lower image resolution or at a lower capture rate, thereby allowing fewer view points

along a pathway. Identical or higher number of view points may be captured using a

faster capture device. Higher or lower density (i.e., images per meter) may be achieved

based on requirements of a specific application and dependent upon hardware evolution.

The memory device on computer 50 receives and stores the images transferred

from the camera 40, together with other information received from measurement device

60 such as geographic coordinates (including altitude) related to the images, geometric

orientation, acceleration, rate of rotation on all three axes (attitude) and travel distance

information. A computer typically supplies the memory device 50 of the invention, which

stores instructions for execution by a processor. In a preferred embodiment, the computer

includes multiple processing cores and/or multiple CPU arrangements. Images are



distributed from the memory device 50 to multiple storage devices 52 to achieve the high

data bandwidth required by the in-motion image capture method of the present invention.

The memory device 50 and multiple storage devices 52 are located onboard vehicle 70 or

located remotely. A communication device 54 allows transfer of data from the memory

device 50 to a central computer 80. Data is stored in a source database 400 on the central

computer 80, wherein each image has a unique identification. Each unique image

identification is associated with a specific time reference in the database 400, namely, the

time when the image is captured. Because time references need high precision, the time

reference is a universal time reference, provided by the GPS unit because this is typically

more precise than internal computer clock. Without an accurate time reference, the image

capture location cannot be retrieved and corrected efficiently.

The imaging rendering process is described in detail in PCT application no.

, to Lindemann et al, entitled SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

CREATING AND BROADCASTING INTERACTIVE PANORAMIC WALK

THROUGH APPLICATIONS, filed concurrently with this application, the content of

which is incoφ orated by reference hereto.

Data measurement device

The measurement device 60 mounted on the vehicle 70 comprises a GPS

tracking device 62 or similar device able to determine geographic coordinate information

from satellite signals, radio signals and the like. Each image is recorded on the memory

device 50 or on a central computer 80 with the associated geographic coordinates

information of the location of image capture, which is stored either on the GPS tracking

device 62 or on a dedicated recording device or on the memory device 50 such as an o n

board computer or on a remote central computer 80. Data is transferred using a

communication protocol such as USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet, WiFi, and stored on the

destination apparatus in a regular database format.



Geographic coordinates, also referred herein as "GPS data" 162, are stored

together with a specific GPS universal time reference to images, so as to enable the

determination of the exact geographic location at which each image has been taken. The

memory device 50 is synchronised to the GPS clock to store universal time references

together with any stored data.

Because GPS devices 62 have limited precision in altitude tracking, other

devices like an altimeter 68 or any such altitude tracking device can be used in adjunction

with the GPS device to enhance the precision of altitude tracking of image. Because the

GPS device has limited precision in direction tracking, direction can be obtained from an

electronic compass or other direction tracking device to enhance the precision of the

recorded path of images.

According to an embodiment of the image capture method of the present

invention, GPS data 162 is acquired at a rate faster than the rate of image capture by

camera 40, in order to be able to perform advanced analytics and data correction when

necessary. GPS data 162 can suffer from a lack of precision due to a number of causes,

including a generally weak or absent GPS signal. Typically, GPS data is sampled at the

maximum sampling rate offered by GPS tracking device 62.

To reduce error on GPS coordinates and to improve overall system precision, it

is optionally possible to use GPS coordinates from two or more GPS tracking devices 62

simultaneously, in which case, each set of GPS coordinates will be associated with a

value identifying the GPS tracking device which provides the set of coordinates. Each

GPS device or GPS antenna is placed at different locations on the vehicle 70 in order to

receive offset GPS signals. Each device or antennas may be in a GPS signal shadow at

different times. Each GPS coordinate, provided by any device, is stored in a database

with a universal time stamp identifier and a device identifier.

According to an embodiment of the image capture method of the present

invention, as GPS coordinate contains data about GPS signal quality and signal loss,



assuming that, in an arrangement including two or more GPS devices 62, each GPS

device 62 is positioned in a specific (and distinct) location on or near vehicle 70 at each

image capture, assuming each GPS device processes data at a limited speed rate, and

assuming each GPS device does not receive satellite signal in synchronisation with

others, the image capture method provides an algorithm which interlaces with the GPS

signal received from all GPS devices 62 in order to produce one continuous path of

geographic coordinates over time. This algorithm, implemented on a logical device, on

memory device 50 or central computer 80, uses simple geometric transformation

operations such as "offset" and "matrix rotation". The algorithm constructs, for each

GPS device 62, a path divided by a series of "line segments", each starting at a given

location (each GPS data determined with the available GPS signal) and ending at the next

location, based on the GPS coordinate time stamp. All available paths (one for each GPS

device) are then interlaced by determining an average set of GPS coordinates. Interlacing

is performed typically by evaluating each available time stamp, wherein a vertex is drawn

for each path related to each time stamp in order to determine an average set of GPS

coordinates. This average set of coordinates is computed using the function:

(vertex 1 + vertex 2 + vertex 3+... vertex N ) / N

where N is the number of GPS device or path.

Whenever several GPS devices 62 provide different GPS data values with

regard to a given time, the algorithm will give precedence to coordinates having better

signal quality.

The algorithm determines signal quality using the function:

((vertex l*quality l)+(vertex 2*quality 2)+( vertex 3 * quality 3)+(...)+(vertex N *quality

N ))/(qualityl+ quality2+ quality3+(...)+ quality N)

where N is the number of GPS device or path.

According to an embodiment of the present invention, the results of the algorithm above

are further validated by providing the ability to define a user quality bias that can be



removed from the quality index, allowing the algorithm to ignore vertexes that do not

provide relevant data.

When no vertex is available with respect to a particular path for a given time

stamp, a new vertex is computed based on the determination of an average from the

vertexes available on the same path at the previous time stamp and the next time stamp.

The quality index of this new vertex is determined by the average of the vertices available

on the same path at a previous time stamp and a next time stamp. The computation of a

new vertex coordinate considers the relative proximity of the previous time stamp and

next time stamp, assuming that the quality and coordinates of the new vertex are more

influenced in proportion by the time stamp (previous or next) occurring at the shortest

time interval. In other word, if the new computed vertex time stamp is 80% closer in

terms of time to the previous vertex time stamp then to the next vertex time stamp, new

vertex coordinate and quality will be computed using the proportionate average between

closer vertex (previous vertex, 80%) and second closer vertex (next vertex, 20%).

Alternatively, a fixed GPS receiver 64 (defined as a GPS tracking device not

mounted on the vehicle) may be used to improve overall system precision by analysing

GPS signal quality at a given time and by compensating for errors on the onboard GPS

data acquired by GPS tracking device 62. Fixed GPS receiver 64 provides more

precision as it oversamples GPS signal over a longer period of time, typically the full

period during which images are captured at a given geographical site (for example, a data

acquisition's session during which the vehicle 70 covers a city's district). The fixed GPS

receiver 64 provides computed or average positions; it is used to correct the onboard GPS

data by calculating the delta between the average position and the position at the specific

time of the onboard GPS data. Enhanced GPS devices such as DGPS or AGPS etc (no

shown) may be used in replacement of the GPS tracking device 62 or fixed GPS receiver

64. The system of the present invention can alternatively use either of a DGPS or an A-

GPS system for error correction of the GPS signals. DGPS, referring to Differential

Global Positioning System, comprises a GPS device coupled to a receiver device like

cellular phone chip, wherein a fixed GPS antenna with known geographic coordinates

evaluates GPS signal error, by calculating the offset between real known coordinates and



GPS coordinates, at a given universal time. The offset values are broadcasted by the

cellular phone link to the local GPS device which applies the inverse offset for correction.

A-GPS is a GPS device coupled with an assistance server that provides additional

hardware-based calculation power to compute GPS satellite position at any given time, in

order to correct GPS signal error, alike D-GPS. A-GPS is faster than regular GPS to

correct GPS signal after signal loss, due to external assistance of the server.

An odometer 66 is connected to vehicle 70 for indicating distance traveled

between any two image locations, thus improving the precision of the geographic

coordinates associated with each image. Odometer 66 may be electronic or mechanical

device. The odometer data 166 is sampled at a different rate than the image acquisition

rate or the GPS data acquisition rate, Odometer sampling is done typically as the maximal

rate achieved by the odometer device but at least once per image. Odometer sampling

values are stored in a regular data database format 400 with a reference to the GPS global

time.

An Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) device 67 on board vehicle 70 works by

detecting the current rate of acceleration of the vehicle as well as changes in rotational

attributes (attitude), including pitch, roll and yaw. IMU data 167 is sampled at a rate

independent from the rate of image capture, or GPS data acquisition, or odometer data

acquisition. IMU data is sampled typically at the maximal sampling rate offered by IMU

device 67, and at least once per image captured.

According to an embodiment of the image capture method of the present

invention for determining a path for vehicle 70, IMU data 167, GPS data 162 and

odometer data 166 are analytically processed to estimate vehicle position and orientation

in space at a given universal time reference, that is the time and geographic reference of

each image capture. The relative path of vehicle 70 is determined using an odometer

distance between any two consecutive ΪMU data 167 values that are calculated according

to universal time reference.



Referring now to FIG 3, vectors 171, 172, 173, and 174 represent vehicle travel

in four dimensions, The origin of the vector is the previously computed location of the

vehicle and its length is the odometer value 166, represented by odometer lengths 181,

182, 183 and 184. The orientation of the vector is the value provided by the IMU

orientation of the vehicle at a universal time reference. This is represented by IMU

orientation samples 191, 192, 193, 194. The system performs the same operation for all

subsequent IMU data 167 until no more data samples are available. At the end of this

process, a four dimensional polyline representing the relative path for the vehicle 70 is

created. This relative path provides the relative position of vehicle from the start position,

in space at any chronological time. This relative path is manually or automatically moved

and oriented according to the path given by the GPS device 62 resulting in an absolute

four dimensional path.

It should be noted that the vehicle's acceleration and speed do not affect the

image capture rate, which is based on the distance value between any two successive

images, as provided by the combination of odometer data 166 and IMU data 167.

According to an embodiment of the image capture method of the present

invention for correcting geographical coordinates associated with images, geographic

coordinates of the vehicle 70 are corrected by use of geometric triangulation. Panoramic

images from the image capture system 20 may show points or real physical objects, such

as building's corners, towers or monuments whose exact geographic coordinates are

known. Such information is typically available for example, from public cadastral

information systems or from commercial GIS (Geographic Information Systems)

available from different data vendors.

In one embodiment of the present invention, the correction of one image

location is performed by manually changing the local on value associated with one image

in the database 400 device. Referring now to FIGS 4, the manual change 168 is

performed by executing the following steps:



(i) In a first step 170, an operator reviews panoramic images, while, for

example, navigating along pathways in the walkthrough space on an

application player, or by reviewing images of the database.

(ii) In a second step 172, if the operator finds an image that seems to be

wrongly located, the operator selects the wrongly located image by

sending the image unique ID (image ID) to a software tool that allows

location change. The location change software tool is composed of two

viewports, the first viewport displaying high resolution panoramic image

232 stored in the database 400, and a second viewport containing a "map"

or GIS file 234 showing physical elements having known locations, such

as building's corners, towers or monuments.

(iii) In a third step 174, the operator identifies on the panoramic image 232,

three visible physical elements by placing one marker (U, V, W) on each

of the three visible physical elements of the panoramic image 232.

(iv) In a fourth step 176, the operator then places three corresponding markers

(U, V, W) on the map 234 at the location (the geographic coordinates) of

each of the physical objects, the physical objects ideally appearing on the

map.

(v) In a fifth step 178, operator launches a location change algorithm.

The location change algorithm operates according to several steps. The

algorithm will first compute three angles between the markers U, V, W on the panoramic

image 232, the resulting angles being referred as "angle UV", "angle VW" and "angle

WU". The computation of angles is performed by a simple "distance to angle"

conversion. Because each panoramic image 232 is divided in four sections, "A to B", "B

to C", "C to D", "D to A", each corresponding to 90° angles. On the basis of the three

angles UV, VW, WU, the algorithm traces three lines; each line is the inverse of the

angles to each U, V, W coordinate point on the map, wherein one line has an angle

inverse to the angle U from map coordinate U; one line has an angle inverse to the angle

V from map coordinate V; and one line has an angle inverse to the angle W from map

coordinate W. If the three traced lines converge at one point on the map, the coordinates



of this point becomes the new location for the image. Convergence occurs when three

line cross each other at a given geographic coordinate, or when the area of the triangle

defined by the crossed lines is smaller than a user defined value (a number input by user

that represents the smaller area size needed). This input provides an ending condition

that helps to limit the computing process according to the present method.

If the three lines do not converge, the three lines intersect and define a triangle, in

which case, the algorithm records the area of the triangle by reference to the three angles

forming the triangle. Then, the following steps are performed.

1- The algorithm adds 36° degrees to each angle forming the triangle, then

traces new lines, and computes and records the new triangular area with

reference to the modified angles —this operation is repeated up to ten times

by successive steps, providing ten area records or a "cycle", at the end of

which, the algorithm has completed a full geometric rotation.

2- When one of the previous computed steps produce convergence, the

algorithm stops and returns the geographic coordinates of the point of

convergence.

3- If, at the end of a cycle, no convergence is found, then the algorithm, on the

basis of its ten area records, will take the two area records that have the

smallest area size (due to geometric behaviour, one of the two smallest areas

always follows the other in the sequence of areas, having the result that the

pair of area is always one of the following pair 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-

8, 9-10, 10-1).

4- The algorithm then reloads the reference to the modified U, V, W angles of

the first area of the selected pair of areas (area A, area B), and restarts a

process from step (1) above, this time further dividing by ten the difference

of angle U, V, W of area A and angles U, V, W. In other words: (A (U, V,

W) - (U V, W)) / 10

5- The algorithm then increments angles U, V, W from area A by the result of

the division of difference ten times (cycle) and records area with reference

to angles at each cycle. Then the algorithm branches on step (2) above and



returns the coordinates of the point of convergence or the center of the

triangle area.

The geographic coordinates returned by the algorithm express the location where

traced lines of one particular cycle cross each other, or the center of the triangle area

defined by the lines. These geographic coordinates become the new coordinates of the

image and the image location change step is completed.

The location change algorithm typically operates in a two dimensional (2D) space

representation and so the results are expressed in 2D space coordinates. This method was

described in 2D space for easier comprehension. The method can be used as well in a

three dimensions (3D) space, in which case, more markers are used, at least four markers

instead of three. Here, the entire algorithm is computed two times, as the operation is

performed on two 2D planes, first a plane using X, Y coordinates, then a plane using Y, Z

coordinates, thereby recreating the 3D space with the result of a 3D space coordinate.

All coordinate tracking devices (including GPS, IMU, odometer, and compass)

used alone or together produce errors while tracking coordinates. For a tracking devices

group including IMU, odometer, compass, measurement errors are cumulative during the

time of tracking.

According to an embodiment of the image capture method of the present

invention, another method for correcting geographical coordinates associated with images

is the use of loops on the path of vehicle 70. Whenever the vehicle crosses a portion of

its path, the operator can identify a path crossing and the system will then progressively

adapt the path using a simple trigonometric function. When any two points of a crossing

do not share the same coordinates, the last coordinates entered is modified and replaced

by the first entered coordinates.



Referring now to FIGs 5A-5B, a given self-crossing path creating a loop used

for correction of location, comprises of a series of view points numbered "0" to "8",

wherein the path is self crossing in the real-world at points of identical location marked

"1" and "7" which are identified or tagged by the operator as a self-crossing point during

image capture process. FIG. 5A shows the self-crossing path as measured by the location

tracking devices (GPS device 62, odometer 66, IMU 67), wherein points "1" and "7" do

not share the same coordinates on the resulting path. This difference in coordinates

reflects the error produced by the tracking devices. FIG. 5B shows the corrected path.

Errors in location according to the tracking device's measurement can be computed has

an error vector. Then, each coordinate point "2", "3", "4", "5", "6" between the crossing

points "1" and "7" can be corrected by dividing the Error Vector by the path distance

between the starting crossing point ("1") and ending crossing point ("7") and by

multiplying the result obtained by the distance of each of the the coordinates from the

starting crossing point. Point "0" immediately located before the start crossing point "1"

remains unchanged. Path location "8" located immediately after the second crossing

point "7" is moved and rotated relative to the difference of the end portion of source path

(points "6" to "7") to the end portion of resulting path ("6" to "1" as "1" and "7" share

the same coordinate). The number of loops possible in a given path is not limited; a loop

can overlap or contain other loops. The more loops are identified by the operator, the

more precise the coordinate correction should be.

A third method for correcting geographical coordinates associated with images

is a manual correction made by the operator on a geographical view. The operator is free

to correct any given image coordinate. The operator opens a viewport of GIS data 234

by selecting a given pathway or an image on database 400. A viewport displays a map

234 of the location where image was captured. A second viewport displays one

panoramic image 232 or more of the pathway. Then the operator, using its own sense of

location in space, selects a point on map 234 that represents the point of capture of image

232. Selection can be performed in a many ways. However, typically, user input is

received by moving a mouse to the selection point and clicking. Then the operator saves

the new coordinate in the database.



According to an embodiment of the present invention, the last method of

coordinate correction uses the DEM, referring to Digital Elevation Model, a

commercially available software model that contains reference to altitude for a given

coordinate, to correct altitude. This method corrects by conforming the altitude (Z) of any

given X/Y coordinate to the "correct" altitude. This method should be applied at the end

of the coordinate correction process of the above methods in order to provide accurate

results.

Through use of any correction method described above, the location value of

any image that was captured at the proximity of the corrected image location will also be

automatically corrected using a simple geometric transformation based on the difference

in the original location, the location correction, and a distance decay, carried out by a

computer having a processor, such as central computer 80. According to the image

capture method, the coordinates of any uncorrected image that is located in between two

corrected images in a sequence benefits from the two images coordinates correction.

Using any correction method described above, any uncorrected image

coordinate located on a pathway between two corrected images coordinates in a sequence

benefits from the two images coordinates correction. This correction is performed using

an average correction wherein each corrected image coordinate is divided by the length of

the subpathway (defined as a pathway located between said two corrected images

coordinates), wherein the length of the subpathway is defined as the distance, on said

subpathway, between the uncorrected image' coordinate and each of two corrected image

coordinates. Based on a proportionate average, the uncorrected image coordinate is

more influenced by the corrected image coordinate that are located closer (in regard of

distance on subpathway) than by the other end image coordinate. In other word, if

uncorrected image coordinate is 80% closer in term of position over subpathway to the

first corrected image coordinate than the second corrected image coordinate, the

uncorrected coordinate correction is the result of 80% of first corrected image correction

and 20% of first corrected image correction.



Note that the coordinate correction methods above can be used individually or

in combination.

Vehicle, fixation and stabilisation system

The host vehicle 70, for image capture of outdoor locations, can be any vehicle

adapted for circulation on roads such as cars, trucks, or any vehicle adapted to limited

circulation areas or indoor circulation such as golf carts or electric vehicles such as

mobility scooters (scooters for the handicapped), etc. FIGs 1 and 2 show vehicle 70

being a small car. For typically smaller, steeper roads as well as image capture of indoor

locations, remote controlled vehicles, unmanned vehicles, robots, and in particular stair

climber robots, can also be used as the host vehicle 70 for the image capture system 20.

Provided with sufficient miniaturisation in commercially available components, the

image capture system 20 can also be carried by a human and, for some special

applications, by small animals like rats. Depending on the terrain, a flying machine can

be used, wherein the odometer function is emulated by the use of GPS data or/and

triangulation using radio signals. Triangulation techniques using radio signal require that

at least two emitters be located at respectively known, spaced-apart positions.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the panoramic optic 30 and

camera 40 of the image capture system 20 connect to vehicle 70 by a fixation and

stabilisation system 90, as shown in FIGS 1-2, and 8-10, including a passive stabilisation

system 100, to assist in stabilizing the camera and optic so as to be aligned perpendicular

to the horizontal plane (or at least, substantially perpendicular) at all times, independent

of the position of the vehicle relative to the horizontal plane. In which case, the

stabilisation system 90 aligns the top end of the optic system substantially at 90° from the

vertical axis, as shown in FIG 2.

The camera 40 is attached to a support bar 92 connected to a support device 94

by a coupling device 96 providing two axes of rotational freedom when attached to the



vehicle. The coupling device 96 includes a rotor 97 journaled to turn about one axis, the

journals of the rotor being mounted in an inner gimbal or ring 98. Therefore, camera 40 is

not directly in contact with the vehicle. The support bar 92 may be mounted on

pneumatic absorbers (not shown) to remove low frequency vibration, or on rubber

absorbers (not shown) to remove high frequency vibration.

The passive stabilisation system 100 comprises at least two and typically three

commercially available gyro-stabilization-capsules 102 each made up of an enclosure

containing two gyroscopes (not shown). The gyro-capsules are positioned evenly around

the support bar 92, preferably in a triangle manner where each capsule position is located

120° relative to the next or previous capsule. A fixation mechanism 101 with screws (not

shown) encircles the support bar and allows fixation of each capsule at an exact position

120° from one another. The two gyroscopes are installed in each capsule 102 so that

each gyroscope is located at right angles relative to the vertical axis of support bar 92.

The passive stabilisation system 100 is attached at the lower extremity of support bar 92.

The stabilisation capsules 102 are affixed to the support bar 92 by welding or otherwise,

in a position parallel or perpendicular to the horizontal plane, at or near the tip of the

support bar. The use of three capsules 102 eases the weight balance calibration of the

system, compared with a two capsule system.

The inertia provided by the stabilisation capsules is sufficient to keep the

support bar 92 in an upright vertical position, independent from the position of the

vehicle 70 relative to the horizontal plane, as shown in FIG 2 where the vehicle 70 is

traversing uneven terrain.

The apparatus which includes the support bar 92, capsules 102 and camera 40,

is weight balanced by a counterweight 93 in order that the center of gravity of the

apparatus is located at or close to, the center of rotor 97 to eliminate parasitic inertia

produced by vehicle motion. The center of the rotor 97 typically coincides with the

reference point at which the stabilisation capsules 102 are equidistant.



A special counterweight 95 may be attached to the bottom of the support bar 92 in

order to maintain the bar perpendicular to the horizontal plane during the time that the

capsules 102 start spinning and accelerate to a nominal spinning speed, at which time the

special counterweight 95 must be removed.

The principle of the gyroscope is well known; it is a device for measuring or

maintaining orientation, based on the principles of conservation of angular momentum.

The device is a spinning wheel or disk whose axle is free to take any orientation. This

orientation changes much less in response to a given external torque than it would

without the large angular momentum associated with the gyroscope's high rate of spin.

Since external torque is minimized by mounting the device in gimbals, its orientation

remains nearly fixed, regardless of any motion of the platform on which it is mounted. A

conventional gyroscope is a mechanism made up of a rotor journaled to rotate about one

axis, the journals of the rotor being mounted in an inner gimbal or ring, the inner gimbal

being journaled for oscillation in an outer gimbal which in turn is journaled for oscillation

relative to a support. The outer gimbal or ring is mounted so as to pivot about an axis in

its own plane determined by the support. The outer gimbal possesses one degree of

rotational freedom and its axis possesses none. The inner gimbal is mounted in the outer

gimbal so as to pivot about an axis in its own plane, which axis is always perpendicular to

the pivotal axis of the outer gimbal. The axle of the spinning wheel defines the spin axis.

The inner gimbal possesses two degrees of rotational freedom and its axis possesses one.

The rotor is journaled to spin about an axis which is always perpendicular to the axis of

the inner gimbal. So, the rotor possesses three degrees of rotational freedom and its axis

possesses two. The wheel responds to a force applied about the input axis by a reaction

force about the output axis. The three axes are perpendicular, and this cross-axis response

is the simple essence of the gyroscopic effect.

Management of images

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, panoramic

resulting images 232 are stored on the central computer 80, each image being associated



with tridimensional (X, Y, Z) geographic coordinates indicative of the image's location

of acquisition and optionally other references such as date of capture, including date and

time of capture; project or name of location; group (so as to identify, for example, a

particular district or street); digital photography settings, such as aperture setting, speed,

ISO reference, exposure, light measure, camera model and mounted photos filters such as

UV, neutral gray, etc.; vehicle information such as vehicle speed and model; and camera

operator identification.

Reference to the geographic coordinates and, optionally, to the direction vector of

the vehicle is indicative of the image's location of acquisition and allows, among other

things, the combination or the superposition of panoramic images of the present invention

with any other heterogeneous geo-referenced digital information. Views of a street can

therefore be combined with data of a GIS ("Geographic Information System")

application; such as for example, layers of the utilities' services infrastructure (water,

cable, electric distribution infrastructure).

Spatial measurement

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, geospatial

coordinates of any object appearing in panoramic images, including an object's size and

shape, can be determined by triangulation, wherein spatial coordinates or the object's size

and shape as taken from images (that is, any physical objects visible in image) are

determined by triangulation of the point positions of the objects between two or more

panoramic images, wherein the points used for triangulation are manually selected.

Triangulation quality may vary depending on image resolution and image coordinate

accuracy.

Triangulation function easier the construction of masking for seamless integration

of 3D and real images, allowing the integration of real objects in a virtual scene or virtual

objects in real panoramic images. Polygons or measured data obtained by triangulation

can be exported to external CAD, 3D or GIS systems.



In an advantage, the system or method of the invention creates and broadcasts

interactive panoramic walk-through applications combines indoor and outdoor images

captured with geographic coordinates information of high precision, allowing 3D objects

to be integrated with these images.

In another advantage, a system or method of the invention creates and broadcasts

interactive panoramic walk-through applications that can provide genuinely interactive

functions accessible from the images, such as the integration of virtual objects used for

online shopping.

The following published US patent applications provide background information

about systems which are related to those of the system and method of the invention, and

can be used by the person of ordinary skill in the art to implement the invention:

Publication No. Title

1 20060190279 System and method for marketing and managing real property

2 20040228544 Image processing method and apparatus for generating panoramic image

3 20040183898 Image processing apparatus and image processing method

4 20040021767 Image sensing apparatus and control method thereof

5 20020126914 Image reproduction apparatus, image processing apparatus, and method
therefor

The patents and articles mentioned above are hereby incorporated by reference

herein, unless otherwise noted, to the extent that the same are not inconsistent with this

disclosure. Such references however are not admitted to be prior art.

Other characteristics and modes of execution of the invention are described in the

appended claims.

Further, the invention should be considered as comprising all possible

combinations of every feature described in the instant specification, appended claims,



and/or drawing figures which may be considered new, inventive and industrially

applicable.

Multiple variations and modifications are possible in the embodiments of the

invention described here. Although certain illustrative embodiments of the invention

have been shown and described here, a wide range of modifications, changes, and

substitutions is contemplated in the foregoing disclosure. While the above description

contains many specifics, these should not be construed as limitations on the scope of the

invention, but rather as exemplifications of one or another preferred embodiment thereof.

In some instances, some features of the present invention may be employed without a

corresponding use of the other features. Accordingly, it is appropriate that the foregoing

description be construed broadly and understood as being given by way of illustration and

example only, the spirit and scope of the invention being limited only by the claims

which ultimately issue in this application.



What is claimed is:

1. A computerized method encoded on a computer-readable medium, the method

interlacing Global Positioning System (GPS) data values (162) received from at least two

GPS devices (62) in order to produce one continuous path of geographic coordinates over

time for use in combination with an in-motion image capture device (20) to determine the

location of image capture, wherein the method includes:

- instructions for positioning each GPS device (62) at a specific and distinct

location on or near the in-motion image capture device (20) and providing GPS

data values (162) indicative of geographic coordinates;

instructions, using an algorithm, for performing an interlacing function using the

GPS data values (162) , the instructions executable to :

o trace a path from GPS data values of each GPS device, and divide the path :

by a series of segments, each segment starting in a geographic coordinate

and ending at a next geographic coordinate, based on a GPS coordinate

time stamp;

o interlace the paths from the two or more GPS devices by determining an

average set of geographic coordinates, by determining a vertex for each

path related to each time stamp, using the function

(vertex 1 + vertex 2 + vertex 3+... vertex N ) / N

where N is the number of GPS devices (62) or paths.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the algorithm uses geometric transformation

operations such as "offset" and "matrix rotation".

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the algorithm determines the relative quality of

geographic coordinates when the two or more GPS devices (62) provide different GPS

data values (162), using the function

((vertex l*quality l)+(vertex 2*quality 2)+( vertex 3*quality 3)+(...)+(vertex N quality

N ))/(qualityl+ quality2+ quality3+(...)+ quality N),



where N is the number of GPS devices (62) or paths.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the algorithm gives a greater weight to geographic

coordinates having better signal quality.

5. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the results of the algorithm are

checked by definition of a user quality bias that can be removed from a quality index,

thereby allowing the algorithm to ignore vertexes that do not provide relevant data.

6 . The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the method includes:

instructions by which a new vertex can be computed based on the determination

of an average from the vertexes available on same path at previous time stamp

and next time stamp, when no vertex is available for a particular path for a given

time stamp,

instructions for determining a quality index of the new vertex by an average of the

vertexes available on the same path at a previous time stamp and a next time;

stamp,

- instructions for computing a new vertex average process which considers the-

relative proximity of the previous time stamp and next time stamp, assuming that

the quality and coordinates of the new vertex are influenced primarily by the time

stamp (previous or next) occurring at the shortest time interval.

7. A computerized method encoded on a computer-readable medium for determining the

relative path for a vehicle (70) hosting a image capture device (20), having an Inertial

Measurement Unit (IMU)(67), a Global Positioning System (GPS) device (62) and an

odometer (66), wherein the method includes instructions for analytically processing IMU

data (167), GPS data (162) and odometer data (166) to estimate vehicle position and

orientation in space at a given universal time reference estimate, that is the time and



geographic reference of each image capture, the method further including instructions

for:

drawing a path made of vectors, the origin of each vector being the previous

computed location of the vehicle provided by GPS data (162), the length of each

vector being the odometer value (166), the orientation of the vector being the

value provided by the IMU data (167) at a universal time reference,

repeating the operation above for any following IMU data (167) until no more

data sample is available with regards to the path,

drawing a four dimensions polyline representing the relative path for the vehicle

(70) at any chronologic time,

moving and orientating the relative path according to the geographic coordinates

of the GPS device (62) resulting in an absolute four dimensional path, and

- calculating an odometer distance between any two consecutive IMU data (167)

values, according to a universal time reference.

8. A computerized method encoded on a computer-readable medium for correcting

geographical coordinates associated with panoramic images (232) captured by an image?

capture device (20) on an in-motion vehicle (70), by use of geometric triangulation'*

wherein:

the panoramic images may show real physical objects for which exact

geographic coordinates are known.

9. The method of claims 8, wherein geographic coordinates are corrected manually

changing the location value associated with one image in the database, the method

comprising instructions for:

(a) reviewing panoramic images (232) of an image database (400) comprising

panoramic images (232), image related data and geo-referenced maps (234) or GIS

(Geographic Information System) file;

(b) selecting at least one wrongly located panoramic image (232),



(c) identifying three physical elements visible on the wrongly located panoramic

image (232) by placing one markers (U, V, W) on each of the three visible physical

elements,

(d) placing three corresponding markers (U, V, W) on a map (234) at the geographic

coordinate of each of the three physical elements appearing on the map, and

(e) launching a location change algorithm for performing the location change.

10. The method of claims 9, wherein the location change algorithm includes instructions

for:

(a) computing three angles between the three markers (UV, VW, WU) on the

panoramic image (232);

(b) tracing three lines, each line being the inverse of an angle (UV, VW, WU) to a

coordinate point (U, V, W) on the map, wherein:

- one line has an angle inverse the angle U from map coordinate U;

one line has an angle inverse the angle V from map coordinate V; and

- one line has an angle inverse the angle W from map coordinate W;

(c) if the three lines converge in one point on the map, the geographic coordinates of

this point becomes the new location for the panoramic image (232);

(d) if the three lines do not converge, the area of the triangle defined by intersect of the

three line is recorded, by reference to the three angles forming the triangle, then, the

following steps are performed,

(i) adding 36° degrees to each angles forming the triangle, then tracing

new lines, and computing and recording the new triangle area with reference to

modified angles; this operation is repeated up to ten times by successive steps,

providing ten area records or a "cycle",

(ii) when one of the previous computed steps produce convergence, the

algorithm stops and returns the geographic coordinates of the point of

convergence,



(iii) if at the end of a cycle, no converge is found, then the algorithm, on

the basis of its ten area records, will take the two area records that have the

smallest area size,

(iv) reloading the reference to the modified U, V, W angles of the first

area of the selected pair of areas (area A, area B), and restarts a process similar to

step (d)(i) above, this time further dividing by ten the difference of angle U, V, W

of area A and angles U, V, W.

(A (U, V, W) - (U, V, W)) / 10

then incrementing angles U, V, W from area A by the result of the division

of difference ten times (cycle) and records area with reference to angles at

each cycle, wherein the instructions loop back to the step (d)(ii), yielding a

location where traced lines of one particular cycle are crossing each other, or

the center of the triangle area defined by the lines, these geographic

coordinates becoming new, corrected coordinates of the image.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the change algorithm operates in a ''two

dimensional (2D) space representation and returns results in 2D space coordinates.

12. The method of claims 10, wherein change algorithm operates in a three dimensions

(3D) space representation and returns results in 3D space coordinates, in which case, at

least four markers instead of three are used, and the change algorithm is computed two

times, the operation being performed in two 2D planes, first a plane using X, Y

coordinates, and then a plane using Y, Z coordinates, thus recreating the 3D space and

resulting in 3D space coordinate.

13. The method of any one of claims 8-10, wherein the location change software tool is

composed of two viewports, the first viewport displaying high resolution panoramic

image (232) stored in a database (400), and a second viewport containing a map or GIS

file (234) showing physical elements having known geographic coordinates.



14. A computerized method encoded on a computer-readable medium for correcting

geographical coordinates associated with panoramic images (232) captured by an image

capture device (20) on an in-motion vehicle (70), by use of loops on a path of a vehicle

(70), the method including instructions for:

identifying a path crossing whenever the vehicle crosses a portion of its path, and

progressively adapting the path using a simple trigonometric function, wherein

when any two points of a crossing do not share the same coordinates, the last coordinate

entered is snapped in the first entered coordinate.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the loop overlaps or contains other loops and

wherein, the more loops that are identified by the operator, the more precise the

coordinate correction is.

16. A computerized method for correcting geographical coordinates associated with

panoramic images (232) captured along pathways, by manual operation of an operator,

the method comprising instructions for:

- opening a first viewport from a computer (80) having access to a database (400)

including panoramic images (232) and image related data such as geographic

coordinates, for selecting at least one panoramic image (232) or a pathway

comprising at least one image (232);

opening a second viewport wherein the database (400) includes maps or

Geographic Information System (GIS) files (234), for selecting a map of the

geographic coordinates representative of the location of the first selected image

according to the first operation above;

manually selecting a point on the map (234) that represents the point of capture of

the panoramic image (232); and

- saving the new coordinates of the selected image (232) in database (400).



17. The method of any one of claims 1-16, wherein a logical model encoded on a

computer-readable medium containing reference to altitude values related to known

geographic coordinates is used to correct the geographic coordinates, the method being

applied at the end of any coordinate correction process.

18. The method of any one of claims 1-16, wherein the location value of any image that

was captured at the proximity of a corrected image location is automatically corrected

using a simple geometric transformation based on the difference in the original location,

the location correction, and distance decay, carried out by a computer having a processor

(80).

19. The method of any one of claims 1-18, wherein the location value of any uncorrected

image that was captured in between two corrected images in a sequence benefits from the

two images coordinates correction.

20. A system implementing any one of the method of claims 1-19, the system including

an image capture apparatus (20) comprising:

(a) a camera connected to a memory device;

(b) an optic system connected to the camera, the optic system providing a

substantially 360° field of view,

(c) a communication device for transferring data from the memory device

to a computer, and

(d) a fixation and stabilisation system (100) connecting the camera to a

vehicle (70) adapted to align the camera perpendicular to the horizontal

plane.

21. The system of claim 20, wherein the image capture apparatus further comprises a

memory device (50) to store data including images, geographic coordinates information

related to the images and distance information.



22. The system of claim 20, wherein the image capture system comprises a location

measurement device (62) and distance measurement device (66).

23. The system of claim 20, wherein the image capture system comprises an inertial

measurement unit (67) for measuring rate of acceleration and changes in rotational

attributes of the vehicle, fixation device or camera.

24. The system of claims 20-23, wherein odometer data (166) is sampled from the

distance measurement device (66) at a different rate than the image acquisition from the

image acquisition system (29) or the location data (162) from the location measurement

device, the distance measurement being stored in a regular data database format with a

reference to GPS global time.

24. The system of any one of claims 20-23, wherein inertial measurement (167) is

sampled at a rate independent from the rate of image capture, or GPS data acquisition, or

odometer data acquisition.
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